The set functions associated with Schrodinger's equation are known to be unbounded on the algebra of cylinder sets. However, there do exist examples of scalar valued set functions which are unbounded, yet tr-additive on the underlying algebra of sets. The purpose of this note is to show that the set functions associated with Schrodinger's equation are not <r-additive on cylinder sets. In the course of the proof, general conditions implying the non-cr-additivity of unbounded set functions are given.
INTRODUCTION
It has been known for some time that there are substantial mathematical difficulties in implementing Feynman's program of interpreting quantum mechanics in terms of path integrals. One of these difficulties is described as follows. (R), and defined on the ©--algebra <r(St) generated by St-If o = 1, then Ml may be expressed in terms of Wiener measures P x associated with the starting points x £ R:
(Mi(A)<j>, +)= I P\ X A4 O X t )<f>(x)d\(x), AeSuh + e L 2 (R).
Here X,: f2 -> R denotes the random variable X,(w) = u»(s), s ^ 0. There is an analogous formula for other cases of positive a in terms of scaled Wiener measures. considered in [5] , for example, is the adjoint of M\ (E), with E as defined above). However, it is well-known that there exist unbounded ^-additive set functions defined on an algebra of subsets of a set. Such a set function cannot be the restriction of a signed measure defined on a c-algebra, otherwise it would be bounded.
EXAMPLE. Let A be the algebra of subsets of R, the set of real numbers, consisting of sets that are either finite, or have finite complements. Let m: A -* R be the set [3] Unbounded set functions 225 function denned by
Then m is <r-additive on A, but {m(A): A G -4} is an unbounded subset of R . More interesting examples arise by taking the product of certain commuting spectral measures [6, 7] .
The purpose of this note is to show that this phenomonon does not occur in the present situation -not only is the set function M' unbounded on the algebra S t , it is not even <r-additive on St whenever Re z ^ 0. Although this poor behaviour of the set functions M* is not surprising, more analysis is required than in the proof of the unboundedness of M*, which merely requires the calculation of the variation of the additive scalar set function
In Section 2 we give a proof that (Mf<l>, ij>) is not <r-additive on St for any non-zero <j>, if> G £ 2 (R) whenever Imz > 0, Rez ^ 0 (Theorem 1). Also, a result which may be of independent interest is given formulating conditions under which an unbounded additive set function is not tr-additive on the underlying algebra of sets (Proposition That (Mf<f>, ijj) is not tr-additive on S t for non-zero <j>, if) G £ 2 (R) whenever Imz = 0, z ^ 0 is proved in Section 3 (Theorem 2). In this case, (Mf<f>,iJ>) is unbounded on the algebra generated by all sets E defined as in (1), with n -1, 2, ... and ti, ..., t n fixed as Bi, ..., B n varies, so the argument used in Section 2 does not work. However, we give a simple proof that (M"<j>, if)) is not ©--additive on the algebra generated by all sets E defined above with one fixed time t\, after proving a general result concerning unbounded set functions (Proposition 2). This result is also relevant to the theory of Radon polymeasures [3] . A similar proof would work for set functions defined over a product of Hausdorff topological spaces endowed with Radon measures with values in [0, oo] -sufficiently general to deal with polymeasures associated with integral operators on manifolds, but we confine ourselves to R 3 .
Given an algebra of subsets S of a set SI, a set function m : 5 -* C is said to be
It is a-additive if for any pairwise disjoint family of sets Aj G <S, j -1, 2, ... such that
The variation \m\ : S -* [0, oo] of an additive set function m: S -» C is defined by where H(^4) is the collection of all finite partitions of A £ S by elements of S. Then \m\ is an extended-real valued set function, and m is bounded and tr-additive on S if and only if |m| has finite values and is a-additive. Given a subalgebra T of S, we denote the variation of the restriction m \T of m to T by |m| T . Note that if m is unbounded so that \m\ (fi) = oo, then the cr-additivity of \m\ on S does not guarantee the <r-additivity of m on S. From the examples outlined in Section 3, we can produce an additive scalar-valued set function m whose variation is the restriction of a ©--finite measure, but m is not <r-additive on the algebra S.
Given an operator valued set function m:
The Borel <r-algebra of a topological space T is denoted by B(T). By a Radon measure fi on T we mean a er-additive set function fi: B(T) -> [0, oo] such that for every x £ T, there exists an open set U such that x £ U and fi(U) < oo, and for every A G B(T), n(A) -sup{fi(K): K C A, K a compact subset of T}. A scalar-valued (that is, complex or real valued) measure fi is called a Radon measure if its variation
\fi\ is a Radon measure.
THE CASE Imz
We start with a result concerning the <r-additivity of unbounded set functions defined on the unspecified algebra of subsets of a set. PROOF: Let p, g be the real valued additive set functions on S such that m = p + iq. Because |m| 5n (5) < |p| 5n (5) + \q\ Sn (S) for all S £ S and n = 1, 2, ..., it available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0004972700030082 [5] Unbounded set functions 227
is not possible for both Km sup \p\ s (A n ) < oo and Km s u p | g | s (A n ) < oo. We suppose that Km sup \p\ s (A n ) = oo, otherwise we can replace m by t m .
n-•oo n
Let p+ -(|p| 5 + p I <S'n)/2 be the non-negative part of p | S n -By choosing a subsequence of A n , n = 1, 2, . . . , and replacing p n by -p n if necessary, we may assume that Pn(A n ) -> oo as n -> oo.
Let n = 1, 2 Now |m| 5n (ft) < oo, and so p | S n is <r-additive on <5 n by virtue of the <r-additivity of \m\ Sn . Denote the <r-additive extension of p | S n to <r(<S n ) by p n . The <r-additive extensions to <r{S n ) of the set functions p£ and |"*ls n are denoted by the same symbols. An appeal to the Hahn decomposition theorem shows that there exists a set
Now for every n = 1,2, ..., choose A' n G <S n such that |fn| 5n ({A n 0 X n )AAJ,) l /(2 n a n + 2). Set
Then B n | 0 as n -» oo and
. . , n vanishes, then by the assumption it is clear that |Tn| Sn ((A k D X k ) \ A' k ) = 0 too, so the inequality above still holds.
It follows that \ Pn -(A n ) -P (B n )\ = \ Pn {A n n X n ) -p(B n )\ ^ \ P \ Sn ((A n n X n )AB n ) < \™\s n ((^n n X n )AB n ) < 2, so that p{B n ) -> oo as n -> oo too. The sequence m(B n ), n = 1, 2, ... does not converge in C, so m is not <7-additive on S. U Fix t > 0. For each n -1, 2, ..., let T n be the algebra of subsets of fi generated by the random variables Xj t / n , j = 0, 1, . . . , n, that is, T n is the smallest algebra containing all sets 
•••gfai -x o )il>(x o )
for almost all xo, xi, . . . , z n +i G R • Let A be the algebra of subsets of R n+2 generated by products of Borel subsets of R. The variation of m with respect to A is equal the restriction, to A, of the variation |m| of m with respect to the Borel <r-algebra. Because \m\ = \f\ .A n +2 and 
T H E CASE
As in Section 2, we first state a general result which may be applied to the situation at hand. Let B(R) x a B{R) X a B{R) denote the algebra of subsets of R s generated by all product sets Ax B xC, A, B, C G B(R). Similarly, fi n (W n AT n ) < 1. Since W n and K n are disjoint, /i n (T n n 5 n ) < 3. 
